
BAMBI YARD SALE
Saturday May 18th 2024

10:00 – 14:00
At Bambini Villa

BAMBI Yard Sale Policy: Bookings are completed on good faith. All items sold are
secondhand. Home-made handicrafts are not considered second hand.

1) Location

Bambini Villa
https://maps.app.goo.gl/mdchmFNBUSHmSgTX7?g_st=ic

https://bit.ly/3lSNDcQ
https://maps.app.goo.gl/mdchmFNBUSHmSgTX7?g_st=ic




2) Parking & Setting Up

Vendors may begin setting up from 09:00 on the day of the event. The venue may open before
(If you wish to come to set up your shop early, please inform Bambi Coordinator before the
event day.) Vehicle access to the entrance will lead you directly to the loading area on your right
hand side. (Bambini will block 4 parking slots for you to unload your items on your left hand
side). Bambini will not provide helpers/trolleys so it would be your responsibility to load/unload
your sale items before and after the event.





Please be informed that after you unload your items you must park your car at Nihonmachi
parking opposite Bambini Villa and bring the parking ticket to stamp at Bambini Villa. Parking
slots at Bambini Villa are limited and reserved for our clients who will join our event.

All vendors and goods must be on-site before 09:45 or the table will be considered as
canceled.
Note: Table payment will not be returned to the original vendor! The reason for this policy is to
avoid blockage and disruption to the entrance area/shoppers once the sale begins at 10:00

No payments are to be exchanged between vendors and shoppers, or other vendors, before
10:00 on the day of the sale. Only verbal reservations can be made between vendors before
10:00. Note: Any vendor seen taking payments for goods before 10:00 will be blacklisted from
future BAMBI yard sales.

BAMBI does not support vendors that buy goods from fellow vendors on the day of the sale,
and who then sell these goods to shoppers on their table the same day. Any vendor sighted
doing this will be blacklisted from future BAMBI yard sales.

At the end of the Yard Sale all Vendors are responsible for cleaning their table and area after
them. Vendors who fail to do so will be blacklisted from future Yard Sales. Items you do not wish
to take back. You can donate to BAMBI Charities table or swap shop table. Together, please let's



keep the venue clean, then they will be happy to host our events in the future.

3) Tables
Vendors will be provided a white plastic table of approximately 180 x 60 cm in total 1.2m x 2 m
selling space. The sale will take place in a semi outdoor. Tablecloths are not provided, please
bring your own if you need them. Tables are allocated according to the order of bookings. If
vendors ask for a special table then we usually don't make exceptions, this is not fair for others
so please do understand.



4) Max 2 persons per table, if you need extra helper 60 baht per person.
A helper is someone who will either be selling at your table with you or selling in place of you at
the table. You can have 2 people on the table at no extra cost (you and 1 helper). Any additional
helpers will have to pay to enter the Yard Sale at 60B per adult.

5) BAMBI Yard Sale Policy:
All table fees are to be paid to BAMBI no later than May 15th. Failure to make payment
arrangements by this time may result in your booking being canceled and the table made
available to another vendor.

Cancellations may occur up to 5 working days prior to the sale (May 13rd, 2024). After this
time, vendor(s) are responsible for the payment of the table fee unless he / she is able to find
another BAMBI member/non- member to take over the table. Table fees will not be reimbursed
in the event that a vendor does not show-up or if they and / or their goods arrive after 09:45 on
the morning of the sale.

If you have any questions, email to
yardsales@bambiweb.org or
charities@bambiweb.org
Bookings cannot be guaranteed until this payment receipt has been received.

mailto:yardsales@bambiweb.org
mailto:charities@bambiweb.org


FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Do I have to sell only second-hand baby products? How about brand new things?

This event is reserved for the sale of second-hand goods only – you may sell anything as long as
it's not new. We encourage the sale of all kinds of second-hand items including household
goods, clothes books, children's toys, baby furniture, strollers etc. However please ensure the
safety of those buying your goods by not selling anything broken or damaged.

May I donate things that I don't sell to BAMBI Charities?

Yes please! You can leave your unsold items at the BAMBI Charities table during or at the end of
the sale (the table will be marked). Your donated items will be donated to other charitable
organizations.

Can we bring along a small side table in case the extra space is insufficient?

As space is limited there is no guarantee of extra 'side space'. We suggest that when
considering your display areas you plan to have all goods placed on the tables provided. We
don't recommend putting things on the floor as it can obstruct the walk-way and become a
hazard. If vendors block the pathways we will insist that items are moved immediately. Routes
can become very busy with shoppers, strollers and small children.

Are tablecloths going to be provided?

No, if you require tablecloths please feel free to bring them along yourself.

Can I choose the location of my table?

No. As tables are booked on a first-come, first-paid basis and final positioning is dependent on
the total number of vendors and the best fit for the venue. In our experience at hosting Yard
Sales, every table position is easily accessible and there is no correlation between table position
and table revenue!

In the booking form there is a question asking the number of helpers. What is a “helper”? A
family member will be dropping me off at the site and will be helping with
packing/unpacking. Would this be considered a “helper”?

A helper is someone who will either be selling at your table with you or selling in place of you at
the table. Other people only helping with the logistics will not be considered a helper and will
not incur cost.





* Strictly for the sale of pre-loved or second hand goods only. No handicrafts or
new items may be sold.



BAMBI SWAP SHOP

● Bring a bag of second-hand children’s clothes/toys and refill the same bag with
someone else’s donated items.

● Drop time: 10:30-11:30
● Swap time: 11:00-13:00



YARD SALE CHARITY

● There will be a box to drop your donation at the event.
● Please bring washable toys and children items for the donation.
● These items are not acceptable.(underwear, milk bottles, pacifiers, any items that

go into the mouth, teddies, stuffed animals.)
● All donated items will go to the local charity organization.


